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Nautibuoy

Leisure
Unparalleled luxury at water level

Designed by yachtsmen, for yachtsmen

One of the key features is our unique Air Toggle System,
which as well as allowing platforms to be linked in multiple
configurations*, provide 2nd and 3rd air chambers for safety.
Leisure packages enable you to adapt the platform so you can
relax with headrests and comfort seats. There’s also a 4-step
ladder that makes getting out of the water a breeze.
Our platforms are handmade to the highest standard.
There’s been no compromise on quality – we’ve obsessed
over every minute detail to bring you a product that will
exceed your expectations.

Platforms
Platform sizes
All our platforms are made from 200mm (7.5”) deep
dropstitch, pack down to a conveniently stowable size and
with 4 different sizes, there is a platform to fit every yacht.
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Available in four different sizes, the NautiBuoy Marine Platform
is stable, simple to manoeuvre and easy to lift from the water.
These are the essential features but we didn’t stop there. From
stainless steel D-rings to soft handles that don’t scratch the
boat or mark the deck, we’ve thought it all through.

A great space for sunbathing and relaxation, accessories
including comfort seats and faux leather headrests are
available to optimise your guests experience.

I’m not sure how we
survived before the
NautiBuoy came into
our lives. It’s become
part of the yacht’s
procedure when
berthing. Washdowns
and hull detailing have
never been so easy
and it’s never long
until we get another
yacht in the marina
asking to borrow it.
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Jetski Dock
Unique Air Toggle linking system
Our Air Toggle technology enables multiple platforms to
be linked in a variety of ways,
By simply connecting any two platforms in a T-shape,
you’re able to configure your own jet-ski dock.This limits any
damage to transoms and jet-skis, as well as providing a safer,
easier transfer for yourself and your guests.
For yachts with higher transoms (up to 50cm above
the waterline), we have specially designed transom
bumpers that work in conjunction with our platforms.

Andy Sheltrum,
Captain, Bliss

Maintenance
A tender free solution

2.5m x 1.5m

3.5m x 1.5m

4.5m x 1.5m

4.0m x 2.0m

Stowage sizes
22kg

32kg

36kg

40kg

155cm x 30cm
x 30cm

165cm x 32cm
x 32cm

165cm x 35cm
x 35cm

220cm x 35cm
x 35cm

The NautiBuoy Marine platform easily converts into
a maintenance tool by simply adding the lightweight,
non-skid, fitted protection cover. It can be inflated
single-handedly and launched anywhere in less than five
minutes, providing instant access to the waterline. Our
unique ballast bag system provides excellent stability in the
water and enables easy removal after use.
With the addition of the collapsible velcro bottom
buckets and hose holders available in our maintenance
pack, your crew can work efficiently around the
topsides without losing equipment over the side.
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Covered with a choice of either Teak effect foam or
Diamond non-skid soft surface and made incredibly
stable by our unique ballast system, the NautiBuoy
Marine Platform offers a new freedom from the
confines of the yacht. Not only is it a fantastic swim
platform, but also an ideal base to enjoy a multitude
of watersports and activities.

Because our platforms have been designed by
yachtsmen for yachtsmen, we understand the finer details of
maintaining your yacht.

